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Abstract 
Cloud computing is a set of IT services that are provided to a customer over a network on a leased basis and 
with the ability to scale up or down their service requirements. It advantages to mention but a few include 
scalability, resilience, flexibility, efficiency and outsourcing non-core activities. 
Despite the potential gains achieved from the cloud computing, the organizations are slow in accepting it due 
to security issues and challenges associated with it. The idea of handing over important data to another 
company is worrisome; such that the consumers need to be vigilant in understanding the risks of data 
breaches in this new environment. This paper introduces analysis of the cloud computing security issues and 
challenges focusing on providing data confidentiality along with high requirement of data availability in 
cloud technology.  
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Introduction 
Cloud computing is a way to increase the capacity or add capabilities of IT dynamically without investing in new 
infrastructure, training new personnel, or licensing new software. It extends Information Technology’s (IT) existing 
capabilities. In the last few years, cloud computing has grown from being a promising business concept to one of the 
fast growing segments of the IT industry. For years the Internet has been represented on network diagrams by a 
cloud symbol until 2008 when a variety of new services started to emerge that permitted computing resources to be 
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accessed over the Internet termed cloud computing. Cloud computing encompasses activities such as the use of 
social networking sites and other forms of interpersonal computing; however, most of the time cloud computing is 
concerned with accessing online software applications, data storage and processing power. Despite of all the hype 
surrounding the cloud, customers are still reluctant to deploy their business in the cloud. Security issues in cloud 
computing has played a major role in slowing down its acceptance.  
In cloud storage one of the major issues is data availability. To provide high data availability erasure coding is used. 
Erasure coding along with data availability also benefits in cost reduction and provide security up to some extent. 
But still there are some security and performance issues in erasure coding. Example:  data leakage and delay in 
decoding. Data leakage and delay in data processing affects the performance in fast data retrieval of data stored in 
your cloud storage. This paper discussed data leakage and data retrieval problem and proposes solution to mitigate 
data retrieval and enhance data security against data leakage.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III describes about 
erasure coding, its goal and benefits in cloud storage and three different types of erasure coding techniques and 
comparison between them. Section IV describes very famous Luby Transforms its benefits and deals with security 
and performance issues in Luby Transform. Section V provides solution for data leakage and data confidentiality. 
Finally Section VI concludes the paper and gives future direction. 
 
Related  Work  
Storage Based on Erasure Coding: A commercial deployment of Erasure Coding is done by Symform 
successfully. The practical realization of data redundancy was insured with help of Reed Solomon Code. Successful 
deployment proved the efficiency of erasure code better than traditional replication based cloud storage. In different 
types of erasure coding LT code greatly simplify the content placement and recovery problem at the cost of longer 
data retrieval 
LT Code: In 2002 M.Luby presented a new digital fountain technique [1] in annual IEEE Symposium on 
Foundation of Computer Science (FOCS). LT code enjoys relatively less complexity as compare to other erasure 
codes. The property of rateless makes it more favourite for cloud storage. Rateless property enables its redundancy 
adjustable as per choice which fits it in cloud storage system with thousands of storage node storing various types of 
data.  
Data Retrieval issue in Cloud Storage:  Along with the benefits of erasure coding important problem raised in 
cloud storage is data retrieval performance. Due to very high number of encoded data packets available data 
recovery demands large processing. In [2], author derived a way for fast retrieval of data in n number of stages to 
send request for data retrieval. The authors discussed some mechanisms for reducing data fetching latency in 
distributed networks. In [3], author proposed a new architecture ENIGMA for fast data retrieval and data 
confidentiality. In [4], data confidentiality issue is addressed and a modelling for data confidentiality. But how to 
deal with the problem fast data retrieval would be dealt not covered. In [5], third party authorization technique was 
proposed for cloud security which decreases data owner responsibility. In [6], a model for efficient technique for 
data search in cloud storage is proposed. In [7], how order preserving encryption technique is modelled with erasure 
coding described. In [8], author proposes a public auditing scheme for the regenerating-code-based cloud storage. In 
[9], author with the analysis of HDFS architecture, analyze the data security requirement of cloud computing and set 
up a mathematical data model for cloud computing. 
 
Erasure  Coding:  
Erasure Code: Erasure coding (EC) is a method of data protection in which data is    broken into fragments, 
expanded and encoded with redundant data pieces and stored across a set of different locations or storage media. 
 
Goal:  Goal of erasure coding is to enable data that becomes corrupted at some point in the disk storage process to 
be reconstructed by using information about the data that's stored elsewhere in the array. 
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Benefits of Erasure Coding: Benefits of using Erasure coding are 1) Erasure coding can be useful with large 
quantities of data. 2) Any applications or systems that need to tolerate failures, such as disk array systems, data 
grids, distributed storage applications, object stores and archival storage. 3) Erasure coding can reduce the cost of 
storage over 50%, which is a tremendous cost saving. 4) There are the obvious cost savings from purchasing less 
hardware to store that much data. 5) The power savings from running 1/2 the hardware, along with other savings. 
 
Types of Erasure Coding: 
1. Linear Combination Code 
2. Reed-Solomon Code 
3. Luby Transform   
 
Linear combination (LC) code generic erasure code that is optimal and rateless. Although LC code is optimal and 
rate-less, it suffers the space cost of keeping the coefficient associated with each encoded block. 
In Reed-Solomon (RS) code, data slices are related to the size of the Galois Field (GF). This has an impact on the 
complexity: no proposals have till now using RS code given over Galois field more than 256 elements. This severely 
limits the number of slices. 
Luby Transform overcomes all these problems. It is first practical realization of rateless erasure coding and provides 
very less complexity. Due to brevity a complete explanation and comparison is omitted from here. 
 
. Luby Transform:  
Luby Transform (LT):   Luby Transform is a data encoding technique developed by M. Luby in 2002. Since the 
revolution in cloud computing Luby Transform attracts the designer for its property of providing very high data 
availability. It is also known as Rateless Coding because the number of encoded packets depends on designer's 
choice and each encoded packets is independent of other encoded packets. 
 
Encoding of LT Packets: In encoding process first a message is broken into number of slices says k and than 
encoded in n number packets of same size (n>>k) Steps are as follows: 1) A degree d [1, k] is randomly chosen 
from a degree distribution function. 2) d distinct source symbols are chosen, uniformly at random, from the set of 
source symbols. 3) The encoded packet is equal to the bitwise sum, modulo 2, of those d chosen source symbols. 
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                                Figure 1. Data encoding using Luby Transform 
                                                                        
Decoding of LT Packets: 
The LT decoding process is probabilistic. 1) Given a set of packets with a full-rank coding matrix, the decoding 
process could still fail with a certain probability. 2) Moreover, the successful probability of decoding increases as 
the number of received packets n increases. 3) Existing research on characterizing the LT decidability has not 
resulted in a closed form solution yet. 
S1 S2 S3 S4 
 1 0 1 1 0 
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So, as more the number of packets more will be probability but more number of packets to decode needs more time 
and then here delay in process incurs. 
                                                                                                          
                 
 
 
 
 
 
              
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                    Figure 2. Data decoding Process 
 
Security issues Related to Luby Transform: There are some critical security challenges for very sensitive 
information: 1) Security depends upon hiding degree distribution in encoding process. 2) Assuming that attacker 
will not be able to authenticate him. 3) Data leakage is possible because even if attacker cannot attack on all the 
storage nodes but still can get some information from few storage nodes. 
Proposed solution  
Delay Optimization in LT Decoding Process: As the decoding process depends upon probability of getting 
number of packets starting from degree 1 to maximum degree. And once all the packets received than belief 
propagation (BP) technique is applied to decode the packets. When a receiver request m (m>>k) packets and if it 
does not able to get all the packets starting from degree 1 to maximum degree than decoding is failed and whole 
process is repeated. To reduce this delay we propose On the Fly Gaussian Elimination (OFG) technique to reduce 
the delay. How it works is presented next. 
On The Fly Gaussian Elimination: OFG is a Gauss Elimination like algorithm that does not wait for the first k 
packets to attempt the GE triangularization but it builds a triangular matrix G by exploiting every received packets 
starting from the very first one. Additionally OFG employs swap heuristic as well as final block substitution. OFG 
works as follows: on receiving first few packets receiver creates a partially triangular matrix G of k*k i.e. either a 
row has leftmost 1 on the diagonal or it is all-zero. Upon receiving an encoded packet yi with equation bi find the 
S1 1 S3 S4 
1 0 1 0 
S1 1 S3 S4 
1 0 1 1 
S1 1 S3 1 
1 0 1 
S1 1 S3 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 S3 1 
1 1 
0 1 S3 1 
1 1 
0 1 1 1 
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position of the leftmost 1 in equation that we denote as si. . If G[si] is all zero then we can replace G[si] with bi 
otherwise we xor bi and G[si] as well as yi  and ysi. We then obtain a new equation and a new encoded packet. The 
row finding and xoring are iterated until either the equation is placed into G and a triangular matrix results. After the 
triangularization phase the source are computed by means of simple back-substitution. 
We present a simple example of OFG decoding process. G is partially triangular matrix in fig 2(a) and b1 = [01100] 
is the new received equation. So is s1 = 2 here; since G[2] is not full, b1 replaces G[2]. But matrix G is still not 
triangular; therefore we need a new equation. Equation b2 = [11010] arrives. Here s2 = 1 but, G[1] is already full; in 
this case b2  and G[1] are xored and obtained result is swapped with G[2], and new b2 is [01100]. Then, xoring G[2] 
with new b2 results [00100] that should go in G[3]. But this is already full and its degree is greater than degree of 
newly obtained equation, therefore we repeat the swap and xor operation. Finally OFG leads to matrix G as depicted 
in Fig. 2(c). Experiment result shows that OFG allows for a 12.5% reduction in the overall decoding time w.r.t BP 
discussed earlier.   
                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                               Figure 3. OFG Decoding Steps 
 
Security Solution: In principle, data security in cloud storage can be achieved by using a classic symmetric 
encryption. But such a conceptually simple method puts serious limitation regarding key management and 
distribution. Avoiding key management and distribution can be achieved through suitable data encoding and slicing 
where data owner decompose the file into smaller blocks which are properly processed and then dispersed to the 
storage sites.  
In this paper, we propose an all-or-nothing-transform (AONT) followed by slicing and LT encoding to provide data 
security and reliability. The popular Symform service implements AONT by using AES-256 for data encryption. 
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Figure 4.  AONT-LT Working Ref. [4] 
 
A highly simplified figure which contains the only information necessary to understand the new proposals made in 
this paper. The data entering the AONT are composed of s + 1 words d0... ds. A random key K is chosen and a 
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symmetric key based encryption algorithm E, like AES, is used to obtain to obtain the encrypted data from the 
plaintext. A final block cs+1 is obtained by the xor operation between random key K and hash digest of s+1 word. 
Coherent with the previous considerations, it is important to underline that K is an internal key necessary to feed the 
AONT, but does not represent a secret to be shared among authorized users. The AONT package, formed by a set of 
s AONT words and completed with padding bits if necessary, is sent to  encode by the LT(n, k) code and then to  a 
slicer that forms groups of k slices; the latter are, thus obtaining, at the output, n slices. Each slice is eventually 
stored in a different node. To retrieve the data, a reverse operation is done. After LT decoding, the AONT must be 
reversed as well, but this is trivial starting from the entire package since, by using simple XOR operations, the 
random key K can be reconstructed and then used to decrypt the encrypted data. Finally, the canary is checked to 
detect possible corruption.  
Conclusion: In this paper we investigated the problem of fast data retrieval in Luby Transform and security concern 
like data leakage. A better solution for fast data retrieval in terms of On-the-Fly-Gaussian-Elimination is provided 
which provides a better result for large block size data packets. Better confidentiality can be achieved by encrypting 
the data. A better trade-off between encryption complexity and data decoding performance can be achieved with the 
help of both the techniques presented in this paper for data availability and confidentiality. 
Future Work: The future work developments foreseen from the current work are a thorough evaluation of the 
malicious storage nodes identification technique. Fast data scanning through storage nodes also creates a bottleneck 
in data retrieval. So a solution for this problem requires research. 
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